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Ab stract: A new statistical concept of the knock control of a spark ignition automotive engine
is proposed . T he control aim is associated with the statistical hy pothesis test which compares
the threshold value to the average value of the max imal amplitud e of the knock sensor signal
at a given freq uency . C ontrol algorithm which is used for minimization of the regulation error
realizes a simple count-up-count-d own logic. A new ad aptation algorithm for the knock d etection
threshold is also d eveloped . C onfi d ence interval method is used as the b asis for ad aptation. A
simple statistical mod el which includ es generation of the amplitud e signals, a threshold value
d etermination and a knock sound mod el is d eveloped for evaluation of the control concept.
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1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

E ngine knock in a spark ignition automotive engine results
in restriction of the ignition ad vance and is the main
limitation to the torq ue output performance and a fuel
economy improvement. S tatistical knock control method
proposed in this paper introd uces a new concept of the
engine knock control where the achievement of the control
aim is associated with the rejection of the null statistical
hy pothesis that the average value of the max imal ampli-
tud e of a knock sensor signal at a certain freq uency is eq ual
to the target value.
T he performance of the knock sensor signal and hence
the average value of the max imal amplitud e at a certain
freq uency and its stand ard d eviation might change with
time d ue to aging of engine components. E rroneous knock
d etection might occur if the average value of the max i-
mal amplitud e and stand ard d eviation increase and the
threshold value is not upd ated . T herefore the engine knock
threshold value should b e upd ated if the average value
of the max imal amplitud e or stand ard d eviation d eviate
from the pre-calib rated values. M ain id ea of ad aptation
is a presentation of the knock d etection threshold using a
confi d ence interval and hold ing the same signifi cance level
for new and aged engines.
T his paper also d evelops a simple statistical mod el for eval-
uation of the control concept. T he mod el consists of three
parts: generation of the amplitud e signals, a threshold
value d etermination and a knock sound mod el. A V olvo six
cy lind er prototy pe engine eq uipped with cy lind er pressure
and b lock vib ration sensors was used in the ex periments.
E x ternal microphone was used for the knock sound mea-
surements.

2 . S T AT IS T IC AL M O D E L O F T H E K N O C K S E N S O R

S tatistical mod els for the knock sensor and microphone
signals are d esigned via calculation of the freq uency

1 This work was done within the Volvo Six Sigma programme

contents of the signals using trigonometric interpolation
method . T he d istrib ution of the max imal amplitud es of
the knock sensor signal at the most suitab le freq uency for
knock d etection is close to the lognormal d istrib ution (it
has a longer tail on the right-hand sid e). T herefore the
max imal amplitud e signal at a given freq uency is gener-
ated using lognormal rand om numb ers with the average
value and stand ard d eviation calculated using trigonomet-
ric interpolation method (Z hu et. al. [2 0 0 5 ]).
T he mod el is completed b y assigning a threshold value
for the max imal amplitud e signal of the knock sensor. If
a max imal amplitud e of the knock sensor signal ex ceed s
this threshold value the knock is jud ged to occur. T his
threshold value is the function of ignition timing.

3 . E N G IN E K N O C K C O N T R O L

S uppose that the amplitud e of the knock sensor signal is
measured at a certain freq uency as an output of the b and -
pass fi lter and the max imum of the amplitud e is calculated
over the knock wind ow. S ince max imal amplitud es follow
lognormal d istrib ution the logarithm of the max imal am-
plitud e signal is taken, converting the d ata to normally
d istrib uted d ata. M ax imal amplitud e signal Ak, (k is the
cy cle numb er) which is normally d istrib uted is the input
for the control algorithm.
D efi ne the following regulation variab le

Tk =
(At − Ak)

√
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(1)
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1

w
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Ai, is the value of the max imal

amplitud e averaged over the wind ow of a size w, sk is a
stand ard d eviation given b y
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(Ai − Ak)2, At is a knock thresh-

old value, Tk is a regulation variab le, which d efi nes the
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difference between At and Ak.
The achievement of the control aim is associated with
the rejection of the null statistical hypothesis H0 that
the average value of the amplitude is equal to the target
value. The null hypothesis is tested against the alternative
statistical hypothesis HA that the average value of the
amplitude is smaller than the target value, i.e.,

H0 : At = A (2)

HA : At > A (3)

The control aim is to find the ignition timing such that

Tk → Td a s k → ∞ (4 )

where Td is the desired value of the statistic Tk, Td = Tt +
∆ , where Tt is the value in the Student distribution look-
up table T1−2α,w−1 for degrees of freedom w− 1, and ∆ is
small positive number. If Tk → Td as k → ∞ then

(At − Ak)
√

w − 1

sk
> Tt a s k → ∞ (5)

The achievement of the control aim (5) guarantees that
asymptotically H0 is rejected in favor of HA with a certain
significance level α (specified by the designer). Desired
value of the statistic Td and α-risk should be chosen by
taking into account customer related data.
The ignition timing is defined according to the conven-
tional knock controller which is widely used in industry
and realizes count-up/ down logic as follows

Ik =

{

Ik−1 − δdo wn if ek < 0
Ik−1 + δu p if ek > 0

ek = Tk − Td (6 )

where ek is the regulation error, Ik is the ignition timing,
δdo wn and δu p are positive constants (count down/ count
up gains).
In the case of the knock occurrence the amplitude exceeds
the threshold value and therefore the ignition timing
should immediately be retarded.

4 . ADAP TATION OF THE THRESHOLD VALUE

The knock detection threshold should be updated for aged
engines preventing erroneous knock detection.
First, pre-calibrated threshold value at a certain ignition
timing is presented using confidence interval as follows:

At = A + tαt/2,n −1s

√

n + 1

n
(7 )

where A and s are average amplitude and standard de-
viation respectively, n is the sample size, tαt/2,n −1 is the
value taken from the Student distribution look-up table for
a significance level αt and degrees of freedom n − 1, At is
the threshold value. Equation (7 ) is resolved with respect
to the significance level αt for each ignition timing.

If the averaged value A or standard deviation s deviate
from the pre-calibrated values the knock threshold value
should be adapted. New values of the detection threshold
are calculated as follows using the significance level αt

Atim = Aim + tαt/2,wt−1sim

√

wt + 1

wt
(8 )

where Aim and sim are the average value and the standard
deviation calculated over window of a size wt, i = I1, I2, ...
is the ignition angle, Atim are newly calculated values of
the threshold. The difference εi between pre-calibrated Ati

and new values Atim of the knock threshold εi = Ati−Atim

is approximated as follows:

ε̂ = ϕT θ (9 )

ϕ = [1 I I2 I3 ...]T (10)

θ = [θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3 ...]T (11)

where ε̂ is a polynomial approximation of εi, I is the
ignition angle, θj , j = 0, 1, .... The model is constructed
using a step-wise regression method, where the contri-
bution of each term θ0, θ1I, θ2I

2 is reviewed, to ensure
that it remains statistically significant, using the following
variance

Vj =
1

(N − j − 1)

N
∑

i=1

(εi − θ0 − θ1Ii

− θ2I
2
i − θ3I

3
i − ...− θjI

j
i )2 (12)

where j is the order of the polynomial and N is the number
of measured points. The process is stopped if the variance
Vj+ 1 does not get significantly smaller than the variance
Vj . The variances Vj+ 1 and Vj are compared using the Test
for Equal Variances (P icard, [2002]). The coeffi cients (11)
are calculated recursively using a least-squares method
(Stotsky [2007 ]).
As soon as the coeffi cients and the optimal order of the
polynomial are found that defines the model ε̂, the values
of the compensation term are calculated and added to the
values in the nodes of the pre-calibrated look-up table of
the threshold.

5. CONCLUSION

New statistical knock control concept that allows the con-
nection of the control algorithm parameters with the prob-
ability of the knock occurrence and customer related data
is proposed and verified by simulations. The robustness of
the concept is guaranteed via a suitable adaptation of the
knock detection threshold. Statistical simulation model
which can be used for testing different control concepts
and calibration of control algorithms was developed.
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